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Abstract
RIPEMD-160 hash functions are widely used in many applications of cryptography such as digital signature, Hash Message Authentication
Code (HMAC) and other data security application. There are three proposed RIPEMD-160 design namely RIPEMD-160 iterative design,
RIPEMD-160 unfolding with factor two and RIPEMD-160 unfolding design with factor four. These techniques were applied to RIPEMD160 designs to examine the inner structure of RIPEMD-160 in terms of area, maximum frequency and throughput of the design. In this
project, RIPEMD-160 hash function using unfolding transformation technique with factor four provided high throughput implementation.
The throughput of the RIPEMD-160 unfolding design increase significantly. The objective of this project is to enhance the performance of
RIPEMD-160 in terms of throughput. By using unfolding transformation factor four technique, the throughput of RIPEMD-160 can be
improved which is about 1753.50 Mbps. The percentage of performance to area ratio of RIPEMD-160 unfolding with factor four designs
increase 1.51% if compared with RIPEMD-160 design. The results show performance of proposed designs give the highest value compare
with other designs. The simulation results were obtained from ModelSim Altera-Quartus II to verify the correctness of the RIPEMD-160
designs in terms of functional and timing simulations.
Keywords: FPGA; Hash Function; RIPEMD-160; Throughput; Unfolding

important aspects of security algorithm. Hence, designing
an efficient implementation of RIPEMD-160 hash
function algorithm on reconfigurable hardware needs to be
considered. Thus, the implementation of efficient design
of hash function needs to be applied to network security
(Abu Bakar, Rosbi & Uzaki, 2017). In this project, the
design focuses on RIPEMD-160 design. The scope of
research for this project is to design and implement the
optimized RIPEMD-160 using Verilog HDL which is
based on FPGA device. The designs need to be improved
to obtain the high performance RIPEMD-160 hash
function. Therefore, several types of techniques are
applied to this design such as iterative and unfolding
transformation. The design must meet the timing
requirement where setup and hold time will give the
positive value. Thus, there is no violation in the slack from
the timing report. This leads to the frequency maximum
which is the longest path of the design. The optimized
design can be obtained by giving appropriate clock
constraint to the RIPEMD-160 design. The RIPEMD-160
design is simulated and tested by using ModelSim with
different testbench files. The motivation of this research is
to provide the improvement of RIPEMD-160 design. The
inner structure of RIPEMD-160 algorithm is different
from other hash function. In this design, there are two
parallel design for both left and right parts. The
complexity of RIPEMD-160 design is more complex in
terms of shift and constant value.

1. Introduction
There are different types of hash functions such as SHA-1,
MD5, RIPEMD-160, SHA-2 and others (RodriguezHenriquez and et al., 2006). Hash function is important for
some security application such as Hash Message
Authentication Codes (HMAC), digital signature and
others. The RIPEMD-160 hash function can also be used
in the implementation of cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency
is a digital currency that transfers the coin in blockchain
where each block consists of hash of the previous block.
Therefore, RIPEMD-160 hash function becomes
important especially in recent peer-to-peer electronic cash
system like Bitcoin.
Nowadays, the security process of money transaction
becomes important aspect. No matter whether it is
traditional currency or cryptocurrency transaction. There
are lots of problem occur during transaction where the
original data is modified by some users. Therefore, the
data accuracy is very important, and it needs security
design to avoid this problem. Security on the network is a
major issue in data transmission. A network layer needs to
be secure enough with cryptographic algorithms so that it
can be used to accommodate encryption and
authentication processes. Hash function can be used for
some applications such as Message Authentication Code
(MAC) and digital signature. Therefore, high performance
of cryptographic hash function algorithm is one of the
*Corresponding author Email address: rai.naveed@mountsafa.com
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Hash function is a one-way function which maps the
arbitrary inputs and produces fixed length of the output
based on the structure of the hash function itself. There is
no key for the hash function structure and the output of the
hash function is called hash value, hash code and message
digests. Nowadays, performance of hash function needs to
be taken into consideration since all the designs need to be
fast enough through the application design. Therefore, it is
necessary to improve the performance of hash function in
terms of area, frequency and throughput of the design. In
this paper, RIPEMD-160 hash functions with unfolding
transformation are proposed. The advantage of unfolding
design if compared to the traditional design is it can
improve the throughput of RIPEMD-160 design. Besides,
it reduces the number of cycles and increase the maximum
frequency of the design based on factor chosen for
unfolding transformation. This technique will increase the
FMax which is frequency maximum of the design. This
leads to high throughput of RIPEMD-160 design.
Therefore, by using this technique, the improvement of
throughput of optimized RIPEMD-160 design will be
obtained. This is because of parallel input operation that
occurs at one time. Therefore, to overcome this problem,
the RIPEMD-160 design can be implemented on devices
that provide huge amount of register and ALUTs.
In this design, there are two types of unfolding
transformation such as factor two and factor four.
Unfolding algorithm is one of the techniques that can be
used by the Digital Signal Processing (DSP) application to
obtain a new program that performs more than one
iteration of the original program. In addition, unfolding
factor, J describes the number of iterations from the
original program. The rules of unfolding algorithm are
explained as following (Parhi, 1999).
1. For each node U in the original Data flow graph
(DFG), draw the J nodes
*
+.
2. For each edge
with delay in the original,
draw the

edges

(

)

with [

B

A

C

D

Fig. 2. A DFG corresponding to DSP program [3]

Based on the first rule of unfolding algorithm, there are 8
nodes
that
represent
namely
and .
The second step of unfolding algorithm is to connect each
edge
into the DSP program. The edge
with
no delay is divided into two parts,
and
.
Therefore,
the
edge
with
9 delays
becomes
with [ ] delays and
(
)
with[ ] delays. Figure 3 shows the unfolded
(
)
DFG corresponding to the 2-unfolded DSP program [4].
Finally, the 2-unfolded DFG is created with C0  D1
with 4 delays and C1  D0 with 5 delays respectively.
𝐵

𝐴
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𝐴

𝐶
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𝐷

𝐷

𝐵
Fig. 3. The unfolded DFG corresponding to the 2-unfolded DSP
program (Parhi, 1999).

] delays

The structure of RIPEMD-160 algorithm has two sides,
left and right. Thus, two parallel structure will operate at
the same time during the execution of the RIPEMD-160
designs. There are lots of research and investigation on
RIPEMD-160 hash functions that had been done
throughout the years [4 – 18]. Most of the RIPEMD-160
designs were using iterative designs. The drawback of
iterative design is the performance of hash function in
terms of throughput is low. However, (Michail, 2008)
introduced the pipelining design of RIPEMD-160. From
these two papers, the throughput of RIPEMD-160 design
increase significantly. Different FPGA device was used in
the implementation of RIPEMD-160 hash function.
Implementation of pipelining designs normally use a lots
of area implementation. In order to reduce the number of
areas, unfolding technique can be applied to RIPEMD-160
hash function. Therefore, by applying unfolding
transformation method, the number of cycles can be
reduced. By increasing the number of unfolding factors,
the performance of RIPEMD-160 will increase where the
high throughput of the RIPEMD-160 design will be
obtained from unfolding factor two to unfolding factor

for
.
In order to explain the structure of unfolding algorithm,
one example of DSP program is shown in Equation 1.
Equation (1) shows input x(n) and output y(n) with 9
delay.
( )
(
9)
( ) (1)

Fig. 1 The example of original DSP program(Parhi, 1999).

DFG can be constructed based on Figure 1, which is an
example of the original DSP program by replacing the
input and output ports with node A and B, while the
addition and multiplication processes are represented by
node C and node D respectively as shown in Figure 2.
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four. It can improve the performance of the design
significantly in future by combining the pipelining and
unfolding techniques to. There was no unfolding
RIPEMD-160 design in previous implementation.
Implementation of unfolding design for RIPEMD-160
needs to be implemented for both sides of this design. The
complexity of this design makes it complicated to be
designed. The designers need to analyze the next input for
each register. The factor of unfolding design plays an
important role in designing unfolding transformation.
Unfolding factor four needs more complexity of algorithm
if compared to factor two because the number of cycles of
the design must be reduced by four. This paper is
organized as follows: In the next section, RIPEMD-160
hash function algorithm is introduced. In section 3,
proposed architecture of RIPEMD-160 algorithm are
presented. Section 4 is results and discussion. Finally,
section 5 concludes this paper.

A

B

C

D

2. RIPEMD-160 Hash Function
2.1. RIPEMD-160 algorithm
RIPEMD-160 stands for Race Integrity Primitives
Evaluation Message Digest. It consists of parallel
operation which is left and right sides of the inner
structures of RIPEMD-160 algorithm. The arbitrary input
length for RIPEMD-160 algorithm is mapping to the
algorithm to produce 160-bit of hash code. The RIPEMD160 hash function is one-way function where the process
to get the message back from hash code cannot be done
inversely. Besides, collision resistance is one of the
requirement characteristics of hash function. That means
there are two different messages for two different message
digests. The output of 160-bit of RIPEMD-160 hash
function is in little-endian format. Figure 4 shows the
compression function of RIPEMD-160 algorithm. From
this figure, there are five inputs from the left namely A, B,
C, D and E and five inputs from the right namely A’, B’,
C’, D’ and E’. The output D and D’ shift (rotation) to the
left over 10 positions. Other shift rotations are based on
the given shift value. In this compression function, there
are non-linear function for input B, C and D. See Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Compression function of RIPEMD-160 algorithm

From Fig. 4, the output for left part, A, B, C, D, and E and
right part A’, B’, C’, D’ and E’ for t = 0 to 79 can be
written as the following equations.
1.
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Equation (2) and (8) show the equation for T. These
equations represent rotation,
( ) with the specific fixed
) with
shift value, s of non-linear function, (
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message input, , ( )- and constant value, ( ) . Five
initial inputs H0, H1, H2, H3 and H4 will provide inputs
to both parts of the inner structure of RIPEMD-160 as
shown in Table 1.

(17)
(18)
H0H1H2H3H

Table 1
Initialization value of RIPEMD-160 algorithm

4

Register
H0

Left input
A

Right input
A’

Initialization value
32’h67452301

H1

B

B’

32’hefcdab89

H2

C

C’

32’h98badcfe

H3

D

D’

32’h10325476

H4

E

E’

32’hc3d2e1f0
𝑓 𝐾 M(

Table 2 illustrates non-linear function f(B,C,D) of
RIPEMD-160 algorithm. There are five non-linear
function such as f1, f2, f3, f4 and f5. In the non-linear
function, the symbol ⊕, ˄ , ˅ and ¬ represent bitwise
XOR, AND, OR and complement respectively. The
operation for non-linear function for left and right part are
different where the left part will use the normal sequence
while for the right part, it will use the reverse order of
non-linear function as shown in Table 3. From this table,
there are 80 rounds of 32-bit of three different inputs to
generate the non-linear functions.

Non-linear function
f1(B,C,D)
B⊕C⊕D

R2

16 ≤ t ≤ 31

f2(B,C,D)

(B ˄ C) ˅ (¬B ˄ D)

R3

32 ≤ t ≤ 47

f3(B,C,D)

(B ˅ ¬ C) ⊕ D

R4

48≤ t ≤ 63

f4(B,C,D)

(B ˄ D) ˅ (C ˄ ¬ D)

R5

64 ≤ t ≤ 79

f5(B,C,D)

B ⊕( C ˅ ¬ D)

5)

𝑓5 𝐾 M (

𝑓 𝐾 M( 6 3 ) S( 6 3 )

Table 2
Non-linear functions of RIPEMD-160
Round (R)
R1
0 ≤ t ≤ 15

5) S(

5) S (

5)

𝑓 𝐾 M( 6 3 )S( 6 3 )

𝑓 𝐾 𝑀(32 47) 𝑆(32 47)

𝑓 𝐾 𝑀 (32 47) 𝑆 (32 47)

𝑓 𝐾 𝑀(48 63) 𝑆(48 63)

𝑓 𝐾 𝑀 (48 63) 𝑆 (48 63)

𝑓5 𝐾5 𝑀(64 79) 𝑆(64 79)

𝑓 𝐾5 𝑀 (64 79) 𝑆 (64 79)

Table 3
Left and right part of RIPEMD-160 rounding
Part
Left
Right

R1
f1(B,C,D)
f5(B,C,D)

R2
f2(B,C,D)
f4(B,C,D)

R3
f3(B,C,D)
f3(B,C,D)

R4
f4(B,C,D)
f2(B,C,D)

R5
f5(B,C,D)
f1(B,C,D)

H0H1H2H3H

There are ten constants are used in RIPEMD-160
algorithm which are five 32-bit constants from left and
five 32-bit constants from right. Message input for both
left and right parts of RIPEMD-160 represent by m and
m’. The value of m and m’ for both left and right of
RIPEMD-160 will be executed which is based on the
sequence of the round. As mentioned in the previous
paragraph, there are five rounds for both left and right
sides of RIPEMD-160 algorithm such as R1, R2, R3, R4,
and R5. Each round consists of 16 steps and the design
will complete the 80 rounds to obtain the output. There are
two parts of shift value, shift from the left, s and shift from
the right, s’. After processing 80 rounds of looping for this
algorithm, the 160-bit of hash code can be computed. The
output of RIPEMD-160 hash function can be obtained
from the following equation.

4
Fig. 5. Top Level of RIPEMD-160
architecture

Figure 5 illustrates the parallel data transformation for
RIPEMD-160 hash function. It consists of left and right
path. Finally, the output of message digest for RIPEMD160 is equal to Message digest = || ||
||
||
3. Proposed Ripemd-160 Design
3.1. Iterative RIPEMD-160 Design
The proposed RIPEMD-160 architecture design is
illustrated in Figure 6. Eight modules of RIPEMD-160
design are Counter, Coder, KConst, Message, Mux,
Function parallel, Hash and Hash output modules.

(14)
(15)
(16)
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Clk

IV

U1
Counter

U2
Coder

U3
KConst

U5
Mux

U4
Message

U6
Function
P
a
r
a

parallel data transformation. In order to generate this
design in unfolding transformation factor two, the coder
module is designed based on counter module. Figure 8
shows the block diagram of coder module of RIPEMD160 unfolding factor two. It needs to reduce the number of
steps in each round from 16 steps to 8 steps. In this
module, there are five rounds such as Round0, Round1,
Round2, Round3, and Round4. Each round consists of 8
steps. Overall, there are 40 rounds which is divided into 5
parts in coder module.

U8
Hash
Output

U7
Hash

Fig. 6. Proposed RIPEMD-160 architecture design

round

The counter module will generate the round number of
RIPEMD-160 until 80 rounds. It controls the operation of
RIPEMD-160 algorithm. Then, coder module is used to
divide the rounding number into five parts where each
round consists of 16 steps. All the data from both modules
are very important to execute the parallel function of nonlinear function. These five functions will operate the
operation based on the sequence from the previous table
for both left and right sides of this algorithm. This module
is the major process in order to execute the output of hash
code. Five initial values which are the fixed module are
executed first from the mux module in order to process the
parallel function. The first output must be accurate
because it will be feeding back to obtain the second data.
In this case, mux module is used to select the appropriate
input to generate data. This process is repeated until 80
rounds to complete the overall of this design. Hash
module is stored the output of hash value before the output
are converted into little-endian mode. Therefore, the
output of this design will be generated by Hash output
module which is the last output of the RIPEMD-160
design. The usage of register in terms of HDL coding style
also affect the performance of the design.

U2 Coder

U3
KConst

U4
Message

U6
Function
parallel

IV
U5 Mux

round5 (8)

Round1

round5 (8)

Round2

round5 (8)

Round3

round5 (8)

Round4

round5 (8)

Then, KConst module is a constant module for both left
and right path of RIPEMD-160 design. It operates in
parallel mode of two data from both parts. In other words,
there are four data will generate for each cycle. Two from
the left and two from the right path. Figure 9 shows the
block diagram of KConst of RIPEMD-160 unfolding
factor two. In each module consists of KConsta, KConstb
from the left line and KConst1a, KConst1b from the right
line. Therefore, it is divided into five because The
RIPEMD-160 hash function contains five non-linear
function. Each non-linear function will operate 8 steps for
each round.

Figure 7 shows the top level of RIPEMD-160 unfolding
design with factor two. The architecture is almost the
same as iterative RIPEMD-160 design with a slightly
different where this architecture has Func module. Some
of these modules needs to be modified by applying the
unfolding transformation technique to the design. The
modules are Coder, KConst, Message and Function
Parallel modules. The rounding numbers of this design
need to be reduced by two. Thus, each round only consists
of 8 rounds instead of 16 rounds in the iterative design.
Overall, the number of looping is 40 rounds.

U1
Counter

Round0

Fig. 8 Coder module of RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor two

3.2. RIPEMD-160 unfolding design with factor two

Clk

Coder

KConst
round
5

KConsta
KConstb
KConst1a
KConst1b
KConsta
KConstb
KConst1a
KConst1b
KConsta
KConstb
KConst1a
KConst1b

U9 Hash
Output

U8
Hash

KConsta
KConstb
KConst1a
KConst1b

U7
Func

KConsta
KConstb
KConst1a
KConst1b

Fig. 7 Proposed RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor two design

Since this architecture considers both left and right sides
of the design, all the modification needs to perform

Fig. 9 KConst module of RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor two
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Similarly, message module also generates the output for
both left and right path of this design. It consists of
message and shift values as shown in the previous table.
First, all the data input of RIPEMD-160 will be divided
into 16 parts. Each part comprises 32-bit of data. This data
is stored in the 16-memory location. The counter will
generate the input in order to execute the correct sequence
of the data. Figure 10 shows the block diagram of message
module of RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor two. In this
message module design, message and shift values are
combined into one 8-bit block where the first 4 bits is for
message input and shift value will be for the second 4 bits.
Overall, there are eight data will be generated from this
module, 4 data are for message value left and right. Then,
4 data are for shift value left and right.

illustrates the compression function of RIPEMD-160
algorithm for both parts.
27. Algorithm 1: Compression Function of RIPEMD-160
28. func_rmda(B,C,D)
29. func_Ta = A + func_rmda + Messagea + KConsta
30. rot1_la = func_Ta << shifta
31. rot2_la = func_Ta >> (32 – shifta)
32.
33. func__rmd1a(B1,C1,D1)
34. func_T1a = A + func_rmd1a + Message1a + KConst1a
35. rot1_ra = func_T1a << shifta
36. rot2_ra = func_T1a >> (32 – shifta)
37.
38. aux_func_Ta = (rot1_la | rot2_la) + E
39. aux_func_T1a = (rot1_ra | rot2_ra) + E1
40.
41. func_rmdb (aux_func_Ta, B, {C[21:0],C[31:22]})
42. func_rmd1b (aux_func_T1a,B1,{C1[21:0],C1[31:22]})

Message

There are two non-linear functions will operate in one
cycle. From Algorithm 1, func_rmda and func_rmd1a
refer to the first non-linear function for both left and right
path. Then func_rmdb and func_rmd1b represent the
second non-linear function for both left and right path. In
RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor two, two non-linear
function will operate at the same time which is func_rmda
and func_rmdb with three different input. In conventional
compression function, there is only one non-linear
function. The structure of compression function of
conventional design is not really complicated compared
with unfolding factor two. The input for second non-linear
function, func_rmdb must be correct in order to obtain the
result. The final output of this function generate output in
the func module. The output will be different from
compression function as shown in Figure 4 because there
are two parallel data execute at the same time in one cycle
in order to fulfill the unfolding transformation technique.
Finally, the output of hash code is obtained after 40
rounds of looping.

round
m_ripemda
m_ripemdb
l_ripemda
l_ripemdb

Fig. 10. Message module of RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor two

The last module that need to be modified in this design is
Function parallel module. Figure 11 shows the Function
parallel module of RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor two.
There are two non-linear function will be executed in the
parallel mode. The first non-linear function consists of
input B, C, and D as shown in the Equation (2) and (8) for
both left and right. Let say the output for first non-linear
function is func_rmda and func_rmd1a. Both outputs
represent data from both left and right data. Then, at the
same time, the second non-linear function need to
generate the output from three different inputs.
Function parallel

round

3.3. RIPEMD-160 unfolding design with factor four

func_rmda
func_Ta
aux_func_Ta
func_rmd1a
func_T1a
aux_func_T1a

Modification on top level RIPEMD-160 design need to be
designed in order to apply the unfolding transformation
with factor four. In this method, the number of cycles in
RIPEMD-160 architecture are reduced from 40 cycles to
20 cycles. By reducing number of cycles of the design the
number of latencies will be reduced. Thus, this leads to
high throughput of the RIPEMD-160 design. Similar with
previous section which is unfolding with factor two, the
modification needs to be designed for some modules such
as Coder, KConst, Message and Function parallel. Figure
12 shows Coder module of RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor
four. In this design, coder module consists of five rounds
where each round comprises four steps.

func_rmdb
func_Tb
aux_func_Tb
func_rmd1b
func_T1b
aux_func_T1b

Fig. 11. Function parallel of RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor two

The following Algorithm 1 shows the derivation input for
second non-linear function. Messagea, KConsta and shifta
are message, constant and shift value for left path.
Message1a, KConst1a and shift1a represent data for right
path. The output for both second non-linear function are
func_rmdb and func_rmd1b. Three different inputs for this
function are obtained from Algorithm 1. The algorithm
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linear function in this module which is based on
RIPEMD-160 algorithm. In order to generate unfolding
transformation with factor four, the non-linear function
need to be increased into four. In other words, there will
be four parallel non-linear functions generate at the same
time in order to produce the output in one cycle. Similar
like previous section, unfolding transformation with factor
two. Three different input of non-linear function need to
be identified. The output func_rmda, func_rmd1a,
func_rmdb and func_rmd1b represent first and second
non-linear function for both left and right respectively.
While for the third and fourth non-linear function in this
module, it is represented by func_rmdc, func_rmd1c,
func_rmdd and func_rmd1d respectively.

Coder
round
Round0

round5 (4)

Round1

round5 (4)

Round2

round5 (4)

Round3

round5 (4)

Round4

round5 (4)

Fig. 12. Coder module of RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor four

Function parallel
func_rmda
func_Ta
aux_func_Ta
func_rmd1a
func_T1a
aux_func_T1a

roun
d

func_rmdb
func_Tb
aux_func_Tb
func_rmd1b
func_T1b
aux_func_T1b
func_rmdc
func_Tc
aux_func_Tc
func_rmd1c
func_T1c
aux_func_T1c
func_rmdd
func_Td
aux_func_Td
func_rmd1d
func_T1d
aux_func_T1d

KConsta
KConstb
KConstc
KConstd
KConst1a
KConst1b

KConsta
KConstb
KConstc
KConstd
KConst1a
KConst1b

KConsta
KConstb
KConstc
KConstd
KConst1a
KConst1b

KConsta
KConstb
KConstc
KConstd
KConst1a
KConst1b

KConst

KConsta
KConstb
KConstc
KConstd
KConst1a
KConst1b

Figure 13 shows KConst module of RIPEMD-160
unfolding factor four. KConst module provides constant
value for both left and right path. In each round, there will
be eight constants execute in parallel form. Message
module needs a slight modification where the round is
reduced into 20 rounds and the data for both message and
shift value are compress into eight data of 8-bit input.
From this figure, four data from the left and fours data
from the right, KConst1a, KConst1b, KConst1c,
KConst1d.

Fig. 15. Function parallel module of RIPEMD-160 unfolding
factor four
round5

The Algorithm 2 shows the three different input for both
left and right path of four non-linear function in this
module. The new idea is comprised in this paper
especially the unfolding transformation with factor four
where all the non-linear function needs to be executed in
four parallel transformation.

Fig. 13. KConst module of RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor four

Figure 14 shows message module of RIPEMD-160
unfolding factor four. In message module, it consists of
message and sh value. There are eight output of messages,
four from the left path which is m_ripemda, m_ripemdb,
m_ripemdc, m_ripemdd and four from the right path
which is l_ripemda, l_ripemdb, l_ripemdc, l_ripemdd.
This module will operate the operation in 20 rounds.

Algorithm 2: Input for four non-linear function
func_rmda(B,C,D)
func__rmd1a(B1,C1,D1)
func_rmdb (aux_func_Ta, B, {C[21:0],C[31:22]})
func_rmd1b (aux_func_T1a,B1,{C1[21:0],C1[31:22]})

Message
roun
d

m_ripemda
m_ripemdb
m_ripemdc
m_ripemdd

func_rmdc (aux_func_Tb, aux_func_Ta, {B[21:0],B[31:22]})
func_rmd1c (aux_func_T1b,aux_funcT1a,B1[21:0],B1[31:22])

l_ripemda
l_ripemdb
l_ripemdc
l_ripemdd

func_rmdd(aux_func_Tc,aux_func_Tb,{aux_func_Ta[21:0],
aux_func_Ta[31:22])
func_rmd1d(aux_func_T1c,aux_func_T1b,{aux_func_T1a[21:
0], aux_func_T1a[31:22])

Fig. 14. Message module of RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor four

The compression function of RIPEMD-160 unfolding
factor four almost similar to RIPEMD-160 unfolding
factor two as shown in Figure 12. By adding other two

Figure 15 shows Function parallel module of RIPEMD160 unfolding factor four. As we know, there are non213
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non-linear function from both left and right which are
func_rmdc, func_rmd1c, func_rmdd, and func_rmd1d.
The three different input for each non-linear function for
unfolding factor four are shown in algorithm 2. The three
different input must be evaluated correctly. This is the
most important part in designing unfolding design. The
five output of RIPEMD-160 hash function depends on the
correct result because it will be looping until the last
rounds in order to obtain the hash value from the Equation
(14) until (18).
After getting the result from four non-linear function. The
output for A, B, C, D, and E for both left and right paths
of this design are computed. The following equation
shows the final output from the left which are l_A, l_B,
l_C, l_D, and l_E. While the output from the right path are
r_A, r_B, r_C, r_D and r_E. These outputs are looping
until 20 rounds because of the implementation of
unfolding transformation with factor four. Finally, all
these outputs are combined by using the formula from
Equation (14) to (18) to obtain the hash codes. All the
outputs need to be converted to little endian mode because
the result for RIPEMD-160 is in little endian format.
Unfolding technique will reduce the number of latency of
the RIPEMD-160 design. High throughput will be
obtained if the unfolding factor increase which is based on
Equation (19). From this equation, the number of cycles of
RIPEMD-160 unfolding will reduce based on the number
of unfolding factor. If the number of unfolding factor
increase, the number of cycles reduce. This leads to high
throughput of RIPEMD-160 unfolding transformation
technique.

design. The throughput of the design can be calculated
using the following Equation (29). The number of clock
cycles for each design is different because of the structure
of RIPEMD-160 design. For iterative design, the number
of clock cycles is 101.50. While for unfolding with factor
two design, the number of clock cycles is 60.5. Finally,
unfolding with factor four design, the number of clock
cycles is reduced to 39.5.
5

(19)

Table 4
Synthesis and implementation results of RIPEMD-160

4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Testing and verification
In this project, there are three proposed RIPEMD-160
algorithms are designed such as iterative, unfolding
RIPEMD-160 with factor two and unfolding RIPEMD160 with factor four using Verilog HDL code. The
RIPEMD-160 designs are compiled with Arria II GX in
order to identify the area, maximum frequency and
throughput of the designs. By using Quartus II advisors,
the performance of the design can be improved.
TimeQuest Timing Analyzer is used to obtain the
maximum frequency of the RIPEMD-160 design. By
giving the appropriate clock constraint to the designs, the
timing requirement of the design will be met. This process
is repeated until the RIPEMD-160 design achieve the
target of the timing requirement of the design. In this
project, 8 ns clock constraint was given to the all designs
namely RIPEMD-160 iterative, RIPEMD-160 unfolding
with factor two and RIPEMD-160 unfolding with factor
four. All the RIPEMD-160 designs meet the timing
requirement.

Design

Device

ALUTs Reg
/ CLBs

FMax Throughpu
(MHz t (Mbps)
)
133.0 671.05
3

RIPEMD160
(iterative)
RIPEMD160
(Unfolding
-2)
RIPEMD160
(Unfolding
-4)
RIPEMD160
(iterative)
[6]
RIPEMD160
(iterative)
[7]
RIPEMD160
(iterative)
[8]
RIPEMD160
(iterative)
[9]

Arria II GX

1269
ALUTs

677

Arria II GX

2015
ALUTs

530

125.1
9

1059.46

Arria II GX

3224
ALUTs

101
1

135.2
8

1753.50

Xilinx Virtex 300E 1004
CLBs

-

42.9

65

EPF10K50SBC35
6-1

-

-

26.6

84

XC2VP30

4410
ALUTs

-

100.0
5

624

XC2V250

14911
LUTs

-

43.47

137.4

There are several other FPGA family devices such as
Stratix for high-performance and Cyclone for low-cost
FPGAs. Hence, in order to obtain balance of power and
performance, Arria II GX device was chosen because
Arria series provide low-cost transceiver of FPGAs
device. Besides, it also delivers optimal performance and
power efficiency. The proposed RIPEMD-160 design can
increase the frequency maximum of the design. The
improvement of frequency maximum because of the
number of registers required in designing the RIPEMD160 design. By using unfolding and following the
guidelines of writing of better HDL coding, the frequency
of design can be improved significantly. Besides, the
architecture of FPGA device also plays important roles in
designing the RIPEMD-160 design. By selecting an
appropriate FPGA device, the performance of MD5 design
can be enhanced. Table 4 shows the previous
implementation of RIPEMD-160 design. It is difficult to
find the same device for the same design because of the
limitation of budget and devices.
From this table, the area implementation of the design
increase from iterative design to unfolding design.

4.2. Result and simulation waveform
Table 4 shows the synthesis and implementation results of
three proposed RIPEMD-160 designs. Other previous
RIPEMD-160 design is also shown in this table for
comparison. They are evaluated from the viewpoints of
the area, maximum frequency and throughput of the
214
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However, the throughput of the RIPEMD-160 unfolding
with factor four design increase significantly. The
percentage of increment is about 62%. Furthermore, this
design shows the highest throughput if compared with
other RIPEMD-160 designs. Based on Equation (29), the
number of cycles for RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor two is
reduced by two which is from 80 cycles to 40 cycles.
Then, the improvement of throughput will be obtained.
Similarly, the RIPEMD-160 unfolding factor four will
reduce by four which is the number of cycles reduce from
80 cycles to 20 cycles. The small number of cycles can
increase the throughput of the design as well as
performance of the design. Figure 16 shows the simulation
results for RIPEMD-160 unfolding design with factor
four. The message input for this simulation is ‘abc’ which
is ‘616263’ in hexadecimal form. The message input
needs to be padded before start the processing. The output
hash
code
is
‘8eb208f7305d987a9b044a8e98c6b087f15a0bfc’. From
the simulation waveform, the output hash code provides
the correct results in terms of both functional and timing
simulation.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, implementation of unfolding transformation
can improve the performance of RIPEMD-160 hash
function by reducing the number of cycles where the data
generate in parallel transformation. This leads to high
throughput of RIPEMD-160 design. From the results, it
shows that the maximum frequency of RIPEMD-160
unfolding with factor four gives the highest maximum
frequency among others. The throughput of RIPEMD-160
design also increase significantly by using this
methodology which is about 1753.50 Mbps.
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